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1. Introduction/background
The long‐term vision of the PHENOMEN project is to harness the potential of combined phononics,
photonics and radio‐frequency electronic signals to lay the foundations of a new information
technology based on the manipulation of phonons and their coupling to photons and RF electronics.
Here we report the progress made in the 12‐month period from month 13 to month 24. PHENOMEN is
advancing firmly towards cavity opto‐mechanics to prove the concept of GHz‐frequency phononic
circuits in a silicon chip working at room temperature and consuming low power.

2. Description of the deliverable
An overview is provided of the research progress from month 13 to month 24, first per partner and then
per work‐package, presenting the experiments, samples design and fabrication, calculations and
modelling, which are reported in a more detailed manner in the corresponding deliverables due at
month 24. New research staff recruited and main equipment acquisition per partner are also included,
as well as training activities and dissemination work at project level.

3. Progress towards the objectives for period M13‐M24
During the first reporting period (M1‐M12), many interesting results have laid the groundwork for more
advanced functionalities. In this second year, progress has been made both theoretically and
experimentally. For example, a comprehensive theoretical model based on transformation optics,
comprising both optics and mechanics has been developed and is the subject of several papers. At the
same time, FEM simulations have been used to investigate the behaviour of coupled cavities.
Experimentally, a particular case of two cavities linked via a mechanical tether has led to the first
demonstration of synchronization between them. Further progress has been made with nanocrystalline
silicon, a more versatile platform than crystalline silicon, and with the integration of IDTs for electrical
excitation of the signals. Overall, the progress made during the period M‐13‐M24 has the project on the
right tracks to complete its objectives.

4. Work progress and achievements for period M13‐M24
4.1. Progress report per partner
4.1.1. USTL
Main achievements:
During the first period, we investigated theoretically the coupling between two phononic cavities inside
a 1D phoxonic nanobeam and their interfacing through a phononic waveguide for coherent control of
the elastic waves. This work has been performed through a real three‐dimensional structure with the
help of finite element method. We investigated the possibility of coupling two identical cavities, first
considering a direct connection of the two cavities. We found that we were able to couple the two
cavity modes which split in two antisymmetric and symmetric modes. We showed that adjusting the
number of unit cells between the cavities allowed us to tune and control the frequency and the quality
factors of these modes. However, increasing the distance between the two cavities quickly decrease the
interaction, and even more the transmission of the cavity modes. We then proposed to connect the two
cavities through a straight phononic waveguide and showed that an efficient coupling can be achieved
between the standing modes of the phononic waveguide and the cavity mode of the same symmetry.
With such a property, we were able to predict theoretically the routing of the cavity modes together
with the control and the modulation of their frequencies and quality factors over a large distance
separating the two cavities.
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During the second year (M13 – M24), we progressed on the same device by assuming that each cavity
is now activated by an external phonon source, which could be by optomechanical effect, including
dynamical backaction. The goal is to act on the second source, adjusting the relative phase, to create a
directional and selective emission of the outgoing waves. This point is developed in section 4.1.1.1. The
second objective (4.1.1.2) consisted in considering the case of two cavities coupled in parallel. Here, we
start by exciting the first cavity mode by launching an input signal through one of the nanobeam. We
then introduce dissipation (TBC4.1.1.3). Finally, we consider another way to couple two cavities by
engineering mechanical gain (loss) in the system formed by two optomechanical cavities that are
mechanically coupled (4.1.1.4 and 4.1.1.5).
4.1.1.1 Directional and selective phonon emission by activating two coupled cavities
In the device composed of two cavities in serial and connected through a wave guide (see first reporting
period), we now study situation in which independent sources are integrated inside each cavity, as
shown in Fig. USTL1. The two sources are assumed to be coherent, optomechanically generated, and
planar, parallel to the section of the nanobeam. The initial amplitude is the same for S1 and S2, and the
parameter of interest is the phase shift between the two sources. The incoming sources are symmetric
for φ = 0. By playing with the relative phase and amplitude of both sources, as well as the possibility of
acoustic loss in each cavity, it becomes possible to tune the relative transmission of the cavities towards
the left or towards the right of the phoxonic crystals, thus creating the possibility of non‐reciprocal
emission of the waves.
Figure USTL1 displays the schematic representation of the two cavities connected through a straight
phononic waveguide. In the following calculations, we consider the transmitted signal when two
sources S1 and S2, directly localized inside the cavities, are activated. We modulate the phase φ of the
second source with respect to the first one. We then record the transmitted field at the two boundaries
of the nanobeam, i.e., at ports P1 and P2. We show that the transmitted signal at port P1 and P2 can be
influenced either (i) statically by the distance D between the two sources or (ii) dynamically by the

phase shift φ introduced by the source S2.
Figure USTL1. Schematic representation of the phononic nanobeam when two cavities are connected via a
phononic waveguide of length D. The sources are denoted S1 and S2. The transmissions are recorded at port P1
and P2.
Figure USTL2. Spectra of transmittance at ports P1 and P2 in a corrugated nanobeam with two cavities separated
by a straight nanobeam with D = 2.33 µm under excitation by two sources at fixed temporal phase shifts. “A” and
“S” denote the antisymmetric and symmetric character of the mode. The transmission presented is not normalized
on the corresponding transmittance for single straight nanobeam.
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We consider a fixed distance between the two cavities (D = 2.33 µm). For this value of D, two modes
arise, respectively symmetric ((S) Mode, 2.051751 GHz) and antisymmetric ((A) Mode, 2.051394 GHz).
The generalization of the transmitted signal at P1 and P2 is reported in Fig. USTL2 as a function of the
phase source φ. Following the phase value, one can choose the symmetry of the mode, as well as the
main exit port, P1 or P2. To summarize this task, we considered the coherent excitation of the two
phononic cavities and demonstrated that, depending on the phase of the second source with respect to
the first one, we are able to tune selectively the cavity modes towards the outside port P1 or P2. For
specific values of the phase, namely 0 (π), we get a directional and selective phonon emission toward
port P1 (P2). Moreover, the choice of the phase imposes the symmetry of the outgoing signal.
4.1.1.2 Cavities in parallel
In this subsection, we have considered another case where the coupling is between the two cavities in
parallel. The objective here is to excite the first cavity mode by launching an input signal through one of
the nanobeam. We have then analysed the transmission at the different exits of the structure and
considered the characterization of the cavity mode in the second nanobeam with respect to frequency
and quality factor. In this parallel coupling, different connections have been considered with one or two
connectors. In the following we present the case depicted in Fig. USTL3. The nanobeams are located in
the (x, y) plane, where x is the direction of propagation. For the calculation, we have also considered
different lengths of the connector along the y axis.

y
x
Figure USTL3: Schematic representation of the parallel coupling of two phononic nanobeam based cavities coupled
through two connectors.

Figure USTL4 (left) shows the transmission curves at the four exits of the structure, considering an input
signal (red arrow) in the frequency range [2.0, 2.2] GHz. One can see that, at the two ports P2 and P3, we
get the transmission of 2 peaks. If we consider these two ports, these modes can be used as selective
filter. Conversely, at exit P4, we get a full transmission except at the frequencies of the two modes. This
port can therefore be used as a rejection filter. Figure USTL4 (right) shows the displacement field
calculation with respect to the ux component for the structure sketched in Fig. USTL3. In this case, we
have been able to excite one cavity mode and obtained the transfer of signal to the second nanobeam
with high Q factor.
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Figure USTL4. (Left) Transmission outputs at the four ports as a function of frequency in the case of two parallel‐
coupled nanobeams. (Right) Spatial distribution of the longitudinal (ux) and transverse (uy) displacement
components at the frequencies fc = 2.168 GHz (Q = 36073).

4.1.1.3 Losses in mechanical systems
We have considered the material losses effects in the mechanical system composed of one single cavity
inside the structured nanobeam. The absorption is studied by introducing the imaginary part in the
stiffness coefficient. We discuss this effect with the help of the equivalent multilayered 1D model
developed during the first period of the contract. In this model, the material losses were introduced by
′
′′ . The influence of the
adding an imaginary part to the stiffness coefficient as:
absorption on the resonant frequency in the single cavity is illustrated in Fig. USTL5 which represents
the evolution of the real and imaginary part of the frequency as a function of the cavity size D. When
C’’11 is equal to zero (black solid lines), due to the increase of the size of the cavity, the real part of the
frequency decrease while its imaginary part increases. As expected, the quality factor (solid red line)
decreases with increasing in D. When C’’11 increases to 0.05 (black dashed lines) and to 0.1 (black dotted
lines), one can see (top panel) that the frequency of the mode is not affected, whereas the imaginary
part increases, leading to the decrease in the quality factor.
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Figure USTL5. Real and imaginary parts of the resonant frequency (black) and Q‐factor (red) as a function of the
cavity thickness D, for a single cavity. The absorption is defined by adding an imaginary part to the stiffness
′ (solid lines),
1 0.05 (dashed lines) and
1 0.1
coefficient for three cases:
(dotted lines).
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We also investigated the losses mechanism associated with radiation of mechanical waves into the
embedded air medium. We have considered the simple case of a silicon nanobeam with rectangular
shape, considering the acoustic‐solid interaction between the elastic displacements in the solid
nanobeam and the field pressure in air. We show that the air interaction affects selectively the
fundamental silicon modes with a high impact on the Q factor for the SH and AS modes and a low
impact for the symmetric modes.
4.1.1.4 Modelling of coupled optomechanical cavities: frequency locking and control of chaos through
an exceptional point (EP)
We carry out theoretical investigations on mechanically coupled optomechanical cavities (OMCs) based
on mechanical gain (loss) engineering in the system formed by the two optomechanical structures. The
gain (loss) is controlled by driving the resonator with a blue (red) detuned laser. By balancing the loss
and gain in the system to an optimal value, we predict analytically the existence of multiple exceptional
points (EPs), a form of degeneracy where the eigenvalues of the system coalesce. At each EP, a phase
transition occurs, and the system switches from weak to strong coupling regimes and vice versa.
In the weak coupling regime, both mechanical resonators carry out limit cycle oscillations and lock on an
intermediate frequency. The key element for this frequency locking phenomenon is the coalescence at
an EP. It results that EPs can be used as a new paradigm to achieve frequency locking effect in
optomechanics. In a strong coupling regime, however, two or several mechanical modes are excited
depending on the system parameters. The mechanical resonators exhibit Rabi‐oscillations when two
mechanical modes are involved, otherwise the interaction triggers chaos in the strong coupling regime.
This chaos is bounded by EPs, making it easily controllable by tuning these degeneracies. Moreover, the
threshold of this chaotic attractor shows up for low driving powers and is almost four times lower in our
proposal compared to what happens when the coupled OMCs are both driven in blue sidebands.
Lowering the threshold of chaos is required for secured communication schemes, and our work
provides a new paradigm based on the tenability of EP.
Finally, the system leaves the chaotic attractors and jumps back into the frequency locking regime. This
transition, which occurs through another EP, is preceded by a transient chaos. As the driving strength is
increasing, this transient chaotic regime disappears gradually [2]. This work opens up promising avenues
to use EPs as a new tool to study collective phenomena (synchronization, locking effects) in nonlinear
systems, and to control chaos.
4.1.1.5 Low‐power phonon lasing
This work is devoted to study optomechanical interactions based on modulated self‐Kerr nonlinearity in
optomechanics. Such a nonlinear term can be engineered in the situation where the Kerr nonlinear
coefficient is modulated by the mechanical position. This interaction is possible in superconducting
systems, cavity polaritonic systems, and atom‐optical systems. Owing to its interesting nonlinear
features, we have used this nonlinear interaction to achieve low‐power phonon lasing at the blue
sideband [3]. We have shown that both effective coupling (  ) and cooperativity (C ) are enhanced
through this nonlinear term (see Fig. USTL6a), leading to a low power phonon lasing action (see Fig.
USTL6b).
This opens up promising ways to perform phonon information processing and to achieve collective
phenomena (synchronization, and locking effects) at low‐power driving strength. Moreover, this paves
the way to realize low‐power and efficient amplifiers in optomechanics and related fields.
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(a)

(b)

Figure USTL6: (a) Enhancement of both the effective coupling and the cooperativity (inset) through the modulated
self‐Kerr nonlinearity. Both quantities are plotted versus the driving strength  in . Full (dashed) line show stable
(unstable) results. (b) Low‐power phonon amplification induced by the modulated self‐Kerr nonlinearity. Green dots
indicate the threshold of phonon lasing. Full (dashed) line show analytical (numerical) results.

Calculations in progress:
- We have achieved the simulation tools to study the propagation of both phonons and photons in
nanobeams containing cavities. The codes can still be optimized, depending on the experimental
devices proposed by the partners of the consortium.
- From the theoretical point of view, the modelling effort will now concentrate on the non‐reciprocal or
unidirectional transmission, using both the simulation methods and quantum mechanical model
approach.
- We have achieved synchronization by mechanically coupling two mechanical resonators. Starting from
non‐degenerated resonators, our strategy consists in creating a gain on one of the resonators by
optomechanically driving it with a blue detuned laser. As the optical driving strength increases, the
gain grows as well and balances the losses of the auxiliary resonator at the phonon lasing threshold.
This induces spontaneous phonon amplification for both mechanical resonators, leading to their
synchronization.
- At the end of this period, a collaboration with UPV begins on stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) in a
slot nanobeam made of silicon on SiO2. The preliminary results show a dual localization of the photon
and phonon in the nanobeam. This collaboration will be strengthened during the following period.

New people appointed:
- Alexander Korovin is hired from January 2018 for a post‐doctoral position of 10 months.
- Philippe Djorwé is hired from June 2018 for a post‐doctoral position of 6 months.

Training and dissemination:
- Prof. Davide Mencarelli has been guest professor at USTL (20 May‐ 15 June 2018), i) providing three
IEEE lectures/seminars (included topics related to PHENOMEN), and ii) working on WP1.

Publications:
[1] A.V. Korovin, Y. Pennec, B. Djafari‐Rouhani, “Strong coupling of phononic cavity modes in one‐
dimensional corrugated nanobeam structures”, Phys. Rev. B 96, 184302 (2017).
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[2] P. Djorwe, Y. Pennec, and B. Djafari‐Rouhani, “Frequency locking and controllable chaos through
exceptional point in optomechanics”, Physical Review E, in preparation.
[3] P. Djorwe, Y. Pennec, and B. Djafari‐Rouhani, “Low‐power phonon lasing through position‐
modulated Kerr‐type nonlinearity”, arXiv:1807.06852v1. Under review in Scientific Reports.
[4] D. Mencarelli, B. Djafari‐Rouhani, Y. Pennec, A. Pitanti, S. Zanotto, M. Stocchi, L. Pierantoni,
“Numerical emulation of Thru‐Reflection‐Line calibration for the de‐embedding of Surface Acoustic
Wave devices”, Scientific Reports 8, 9256 (2018).
[5] M. Stocchi, D. Mencarelli, Y. Pennec, B. Djafari‐Rouhani, L. Pierantoni, “Rigorous simulation of
nonlinear optomechanical coupling in micro‐and nano‐structured resonant cavities”, International
Journal of Optomechatronics 12, 11‐19 (2018).

International conferences:
1‐ Transmission of optical signals in coupled cavity resonators based on quasi‐one‐dimensional periodic
nanobeam based structures (oral presentation)
A.V. Korovin, Y. Pennec, B. Djafari‐Rouhani,
Nanophotonics and Micro/Nano Optics (NANOP 2017), 13‐15 September 2017, Barcelona (Spain)
2‐ Strong coupling of phononic cavity modes in corrugated nanobeams in view of optomechanic
applications (oral presentation)
A.V. Korovin, Y. Pennec, B. Djafari‐Rouhani
Microphononic Workshop, 16‐17 November 2017, Besançon (France)
3‐ Strong coupling of phononic cavity modes in 1D corrugated nanobeam (oral presentation)
A.V. Korovin, Y. Pennec, B. Djafari‐Rouhani
International Conference on Ultrasonics, 18‐20 December 2017, Hawaii (USA)
3bis‐ Organization of a special session "Phononic Crystals" by Y. Pennec and B. Djafari Rouhani at
International Conference on Ultrasonics, 18‐20 December 2017, Hawaii (USA)
4‐ Coupling of Phononic Cavities in a Corrugated Nanobeam and Control of Transmission (oral
presentation)
A.V. Korovin, Y. Pennec, B. Djafari‐Rouhani
Meta 2018 conference, 24 June‐1 July 2018, Marseille (France)

National conferences:
5‐ Control of transmission in a corrugated phononic crystal nanobeam containing coupled cavities
(Poster presentation)
A.V. Korovin, Y. Pennec, B. Djafari‐Rouhani
Meeting of the French network (GDR Ondes) on 'Advanced Theoretical and Numerical Methods for
waves in structured Media', 13‐14 March 2018, Paris (France)
6‐ Exceptional point enhances synchronization in optomechanics (oral presentation)
P. Djorwé, Y. Pennec, B. Djafari Rouhani
Meeting of the French network (GDR MecaQ 3rd annual meeting), 12‐13 September 2018, Paris
(France)
6bis‐ Directional and selective phonon propagation in a nanobeam phoxonic crystal containing coupled
cavities
A.V. Korovin, Y. Pennec, B. Djafari‐Rouhani
Meeting of the French network (GDR MecaQ 3rd annual meeting), 12‐13 September 2018, Paris
(France)
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4.1.2. UNIVPM
Main achievements:
Optomechanical cavities by extended transformation optics
We have developed a numerical implementation of a full‐wave model for the coupling between the
ElectroMagnetic‐Continuum Mechanics (EM‐CM) physics by exploiting the Transformation Optics (TO)
method. The TO method basically inserts the mechanical displacement of the resonant cavity into the
EM constitutive parameters, which allows us to consider the moving boundaries effect. In addition to
that, the photo‐elastic, the radiation pressure and the electrostriction effects are also included in the
model so that complete self‐consistency is obtained.
To validate this method, the experimental results obtained in [1] concerning the observation of a
breathing mechanical mode at 5.5 GHz in a 1D corrugated Si nanobeam have been reproduced. From
the experimental point of view, a strong RF transduced signal is observed which includes contributions
from the optical resonance and mechanical modes distributed over a spectral range between 10 MHz
and 9 GHz [1]. The numerical analysis gives, in turn, the effective enhancement of the displacement
associated to the considered mechanical resonances. Although the extrapolated data are not
comparable in absolute terms, the juxtaposition of their trends on the main frequency spectrum is given
in Fig. UNIVPM1.

Figure UNIVPM1. Qualitative comparison between theoretical (red dots, m) and experimental (blue triangles, arb.
units) data, as reported in [1], for the frequency range of interest.

Together with the optomechanically coupled model, investigations of the mechanical wave generated
by the resonant cavity (usually called phonon lasing) have been conducted. Fig. UNIVPM2 shows an
example where a phononic waveguide has been placed after the optomechanical cavity. To minimize
mechanical damping in the structure, an external acoustic radiation shield is added in the periphery of
the nanobeam. This shield consists of a two‐dimensional cross pattern, which has been shown both
theoretically and experimentally to yield a substantial phononic bandgap in the frequency band of the
mechanical mode.
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Figure UNIVPM2. Evaluation of the v – and u – components of the phononic wave. The falling of the intensity of
the mechanical field in the acoustic radiation shield area demonstrates the efficiency of the latter.

Thru‐Reflection‐Line Calibration of SAW‐based devices
We have developed a new calibration approach for the emulation of experimental conditions related to
SAWs propagating in mechanical circuits that are not directly accessible [2]. In this framework, the
transition from electromagnetic source to mechanical waves propagating in periodic crystal structures is
rigorously simulated by means of a general circuit representation that makes use of the scattering
matrix (SM) formalism. Forward and backward waves are defined at the transmitting and receiving
electrical terminals (IDTs) of a SAW‐based device (see Fig. UNIVPM3).

(a

(b

y

(c)
0

x

Figure UNIVPM3: Two port circuit, with two electromagnetic ports, plus n mechanical internal ports; (b) detail of
the transition from IDT to periodic mechanical waveguide; (c) simulated structure, with transitions from IDT fingers
to a periodically patterned mechanical waveguide (central suspended membrane)
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Coupling between integrated waveguide and opto‐mechanical cavity
We have investigated the optical excitation of the opto‐mechanical cavity. While in the former model
the EM field was supposed to enter in the structure by mean of its left/right boundaries, thus neglecting
all the issues connected to the transfer of the field from the optical fiber to the cavity, a more advanced
numerical analysis has been carried out by designing a geometry (showed in Fig. UNIVPM4) much closer
to the real experimental setup. Here, the electromagnetic field propagates along a slab waveguide
suitably curved to favour a more efficient transfer of the field to the optomechanical cavity. Three
geometrical parameters, namely i) the width of the waveguide, ii) the width of the linear coupling
region of the waveguide and iii) the waveguide – resonant cavity distance in the coupling region, have
been chosen as the variables for the optimization, in addition to the frequency of the resonating mode
since the presence of the waveguide inevitably perturbs the evanescent tail of the optical mode.

Figure UNIVPM4: Geometric structure used for the slab waveguide – optomechanical cavity optimization. In the
front part, the schematics of the variables of optimization and the excitation ports are shown. In the back part the
mesh used for the numerical computation is shown.

References:
[1] D. Navarro‐Urrios, J. Gomis‐Bresco, S. El‐Jallal, M. Oudich, A. Pitanti, N. Capuj, A. Tredicucci, F. Alzina,
A. Griol, Y. Pennec, B. DjafariRouhani, A. Martinez and C. M. Sotomayor Torres “Dynamical backaction at
5.5 GHz in a corrugated optomechanical beam,“ AIP Advances 4, 124601 (2014).
[2] D. Mencarelli, B. Djafari‐Rouhani, Y. Pennec, A. Pitanti, S. Zanotto, M. Stocchi, L. Pierantoni,
Numerical emulation of Thru‐Reflection‐Line calibration for the de‐embedding of Surface Acoustic Wave
devices, Scientific Reports 8, Issue 1, 9256 (2018).

Training and Exchange activities:
Davide Mencarelli spent a research period of three weeks, from the 15th of May to the 4th of June 2018,
at the University of Lille, upon invitation from Prof. B. Djafari and Prof. Y. Pennec. During this period, he
gave three scientific seminars related to the activity developed in PHENOMEN.

Published papers:
1. D. Mencarelli, B. Djafari‐Rouhani, Y. Pennec, A. Pitanti, S. Zanotto, M. Stocchi, L. Pierantoni,
“Numerical emulation of Thru‐Reflection‐Line calibration for the de‐embedding of Surface Acoustic
Wave devices”, Scientific Reports 8, Issue 1, 9256 (2018).
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2. D. Mencarelli, M. Stocchi, L. Pierantoni, “Electromagnetic amplification of microwave phonons in
nonlinear resonant microcavities”, IEEE Transactions on Microwave Theory and Techniques 66, Issue
8, 8423726 (p 3603‐3610), 2018.
3. Stocchi, M., Mencarelli, D., Pierantoni, L., “Transformation Optics: Large Multiphysics Simulation of
Nonlinear Optomechanical Coupling in Microstructured Resonant Cavities”, IEEE Microwave
Magazine 19, Issue 5, (p 79‐84), 2018.
4. M. Stocchi, D. Mencarelli, Y. Pennec, B. Djafari‐Rouhani, L. Pierantoni, “Rigorous simulation of
nonlinear optomechanical coupling in micro‐and nano‐structured resonant cavities”, International
Journal of Optomechatronics 12, Issue 1, (p 11‐19), 2018.
5. A. Di Donato, N. Tamagnone, L. Criante, L. Cavanini, D. Mencarelli, G. Ippoliti, L. Pierantoni, G.
Orlando, A. Morini, M. Farina, “Synthetic optical holography for tomographic quantitative phase
imaging”, submitted to AIP Photonics.

Conference presentations:
1. L. Pierantoni, T. Rozzi, M. Stocchi, D. Mencarelli, “Eigenvalue approach for the analysis of plasmon
propagation on a graphene layer”, 20th European Microwave Week (EuMW 2017), Oct. 8‐13, 2017,
Nuremberg, Germany. Acknowledgment to PHENOMEN.
2. L. Pierantoni, D. Mencarelli, M. Stocchi, “Accurate analysis of plasmon propagation in metal and
graphene nanostructures”, IEEE MTT‐S Int. Micr. Workshop Series on Advan. Mat. And Proc. (IMWS‐
AMP 2017), Sept. 20‐22, 2017, Pavia, Italy. Acknowledgment to PHENOMEN.
3. D. Mencarelli, M. Stocchi, L. Pierantoni, “A multi‐physics approach for the analysis and design of
optomechanical cavities”, IEEE MTT‐S Int. Micr. Workshop Series on Advan. Mat. And Proc. (IMWS‐
AMP 2017), Pavia, Italy, Sept. 20‐22, 2017. Acknowledgment to PHENOMEN.
4. L. Pierantoni, M. Stocchi, D. Mencarelli, “Ab‐initio simulation of single carbon‐cluster electron
device”, International Conference on Numerical Electromagnetic and Multiphysics Modeling and
Optimization (NEMO 2018), August 8‐10, 2018, Reykjavik, Iceland. Acknowledgment to PHENOMEN.
5. L. Pierantoni, D. Mencarelli, M. Stocchi, “Efficient and versatile multiphysics/multiscale 3D model of
fullerene single electron device”, IEEENANO2018, Cork (Ireland), August 2018. Acknowledgment to
PHENOMEN.
4.1.3. ICN2

Main achievements:
Milestones passed
 Phonon detection in mechanically linked OM cavities.
 Synchronization of mechanically linked OM cavities.
 Dynamical switching between synchronized and non‐synchronized states
Scientific achievements
 Photonic waveguide coupling
The task of coupling light from a fiber to a photonic waveguide and subsequently to the OM cavity
started on M7. The first batch of samples characterized at ICN2 did not yield any significant coupling
between the tapered fiber and the waveguide. Consequently, ICN2 designed a new sample based on the
design proposed by S. Groblacher et al. (Appl. Phys. Lett. 103, 181104 (2013)) that is currently in
fabrication at UPV.
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 Phonon lasing modulation
Before M18, we demonstrated the modulation of the coherent phonon emission in our OM cavities. We
explained the switching from a state of phonon lasing to the transduction of thermally activated modes
by the added energy provided by the external laser heating the OM cavity. During this reporting period,
we performed the corresponding calculations, solving the coupled equations of the system. We know
that heating the OM cavity will shift the centre position of the resonance. Thus, we implemented the
external heating laser via a shift of the resonance of similar value to that observed experimentally. The
results, shown in Fig. ICN1, show that our hypothesis was valid.

Figure ICN1. 3D representation of the photon number versus the temperature increase and the mechanical
amplitude (u). The blue and red dots delimit the first (SP, no high amplitude mechanical oscillation) and last
(phonon lasing, high amplitude mechanical oscillations) limit cycle, respectively. The projections of these two cycles
are shown with blue and red lines, respectively. The black dots represent the transition from a stable SP regime to a
stable phonon lasing regime.

We also performed additional experiments with a blue top pump (405 nm), showing that modulation
could be achieved at lower input power due to the higher absorption of blue light in silicon. More
detailed analyses of the transition depending on the type of excitation, i.e. fast or slow increase
(decrease) of the top pump pumping incident power, have been carried out. All these additional results
have been published in APL Photonics.
 Synchronization of coupled OM cavities
Additional details are given in tasks 2.1 and 2.3.
In month 12, we introduced the concept of coupled cavities (D4.8), in which we were able to bring both
cavities separately to the phonon lasing regime. Since then, we have designed and characterized new
samples, an example of which is shown in Fig. ICN2, and described in more details in task 3.4.
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Figure ICN2: SEM image of coupled optomechanical cavities designed for synchronization experiments.

To unambiguously demonstrate synchronization, we added an optical line to the measurement system.
Two IR lasers are combined in a single tapered optical fiber that is positioned in‐between the two
nanobeams. The signal is then separated in two lines, each with a tuneable bandpass filter that allow us
to detect the contribution from each of the lasers separately.
With this configuration, we first achieved phonon detection, as reported in D2.2 (M18). One laser
brings cavity 2 to the phonon lasing regime, while the second laser uses a different optical resonance to
transduce thermally activated mechanical modes of cavity 1. Adjusting the tuneable filter to the
wavelength of this second laser yields a RF spectrum displaying two peaks, one broad peak
corresponding to the thermally active mode and a sharp peak corresponding to the phonon lasing of the
first cavity. More details are given in D2.2.
We then verified that it is possible to bring cavity 1 (master cavity) and 2 (slave cavity) independently to
the phonon lasing regime at 95.2 and 94.6 MHz, respectively. We position the fiber in‐between the
structures and we can thus excite both cavities simultaneously but independently, and likewise detect
their signal independently. The laser driving the salve cavity to the phonon lasing regime remains fixed
during the experiment. We then progressively increase the wavelength of the laser driving the master
cavity and acquire the signals from both cavities simultaneously. When we isolate the signal from the
master cavity, we see both the mechanical mode of the master cavity and the peak from the phonon
lasing of the slave cavity, which is a proof of phonon detection. When we isolate the signal of the slave
cavity, it initially displays the peak from its phonon lasing, with sidebands appearing when the master
cavity enters the lasing regime. 1542.3 nm corresponds to the beginning of a transition region in which
the peak corresponding to the detection of the master cavity becomes the most intense. Above 1543
nm, both cavities are synchronized at the frequency of the master cavity, with weak sidebands
characteristic of synchronization.
The synchronization was then further confirmed by simultaneously acquiring both signals with an
oscilloscope, showing that both cavities oscillate in antiphase once synchronized, as predicted by our
numerical calculations. The Poincare map representing the transmission of the Slave versus that of the
Master as a function of time formed a close cycle with points of constant dephasing overlapping, further
solidifying our conclusions. The results of the synchronization of coupled OM cavities are detailed in
task 2.4.
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Figure ICN3. Synchronization of two cavities. a) Temporal traces of the optical transmission of the master and slave
cavities (black and red curves respectively) when the master cavity is illuminated by a modulated top pumping
laser (time trace on the top panel). b) Zoom of the temporal traces of panel corresponding to the regions in a)
enclosed by dashed lines. Blue (green) frames correspond to a pump on (off) configuration. The black (red) curves
correspond to the master (slave) cavity optical transmission. c), Radio‐frequency following the same colour code as
panels b and c. The synchronization state frequency (sync) is highlighted with a vertical line on the right panels.

Finally, we have built upon our previous experiments on modulation of coherent phonon emission of
single cavities and applied the same principle to synchronized cavities. By using a modulated pump on
the master cavity, we were able to switch off and on the synchronized state in a dynamic manner, while
keeping both cavities in the phonon lasing regime (see Fig. ICN3).
A manuscript has been submitted on the synchronization of coupled OM cavities and its modulation.
 Nanocrystalline silicon OM cavities
ICN2 characterized a series of new nanocrystalline silicon OM cavities fabricated by VTT with different
amounts of axial stress. The nominal parameters of the OM cavities are the same as that fabricated in
crystalline silicon and in our previous nanocrystalline sample (D. Navarro‐Urrios et al., Optics Express, 26
(8), 9829‐9839 (2018)). Samples with different annealing temperatures led to different tensile stress.
We have measured the optical transmission spectra, focusing on nominally identical structures for three
of the four samples (due to fabrication issues, we characterized the last sample fabricated with
nominally identical parameters but a different dose during the electron‐beam lithography step). The
similar position of the optical resonance lead us to conclude that the refractive index is independent of
the annealing temperature. The intrinsic optical quality factors increase for increasing annealing
temperature, i.e., decreasing tensile stress, whereas the trend is opposite for the temperature increase
of the cavity per photon, probably due to an increase in thermal conductivity with annealing
temperature.
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Both extended modes below 1 GHz and localized modes around 2.4 GHz were observed during the
mechanical characterization. This latter family of modes shows increasing intrinsic quality factors for
increasing annealing temperature (decreasing tensile stress) with the highest value (Q≈1700) being 2 to
3 times higher than for monocrystalline silicon.
All the results are detailed in D3.3.

Future work:
Once the samples are ready, we will characterize the coupling between the fiber and waveguide, and
between the waveguide and OM cavity. Once the coupling is strong enough, we will improve the
experimental implementation used to demonstrate synchronization by adding a function, such as
interferometry or filtering and increasing the number of cavities, towards a proof of concept of
phononic circuit.

Use of resources:
‐ Small equipment and consumables for the improvement of the measurement system (fibres, filters,
detector,…) have been purchased to demonstrate synchronization.
‐ Travel expenses for conferences and project meetings

Training activities:
Dr. J. Maire spent one week at MPIP (Mainz, Germany) from July 16th‐20th, 2018 for training on Brillouin
light scattering system with Dr. B. Graczykowski.

Published papers:
D. Navarro‐Urrios, N.E. Capuj, J. Maire, M. Colombano, J. Jaramillo‐Fernandez, E. Chavez‐Angel, L. L.
Martin, L. Mercadé, A. Griol, A. Martínez, C. M. Sotomayor‐Torres, and J. Ahopelto, "Nanocrystalline
silicon optomechanical cavities", Optics Express, 26 (8), 9829‐9839 (2018).
J. Maire, G. Arregui, N. E. Capuj, M. F. Colombano, A. Griol, A. Martinez, C. M. Sotomayor‐Torres, and D.
Navarro‐Urrios, “Optical modulation of coherent phonon emission in optomechanical cavities”, APL
Photonics 3, 126102 (2018)

Submitted papers:
M. F. Colombano, G. Arregui, N. E. Capuj, A. Pitanti, J. Maire, A. Griol, B. Garrido, A. Martinez, C. M.
Sotomayor‐Torres, and D. Navarro‐Urrios, “Synchronization of optomechanical cavities by mechanical
interaction”, submitted to Physical Review Letters.

Conferences:
J. Maire et al., Acoustic waves in Freestanding Silicon Structures and Applications to Thermal
Engineering and Optomechanics, ICU2017, Invited talk, Honolulu (Hawaii), 3‐5 December 2017.
J. Maire et al., Modulation on of coherent phonon emission in optomechanical photonic crystals,
ImagineNano 2018, Oral contribution, Bilbao (Spain), 3‐5 December 2018
D. Navarro‐Urrios, Nonlinear dynamics and chaos in optomechanical crystals, PHONONS 2018 / PTES
2018, invited talk, Nanjing (China), 30 May July – 03 June 2018
D. Navarro‐Urrios, Si‐based optomechanics at room temperature, ICPS 2018 ‐ 34th International
Conference on the Physics of Semiconductors, invited talk, Montpellier (France), 29 July – 03 August
2018
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4.1.4.

UPV

Main achievements:
‐ New samples of crystalline silicon optomechanical cavities were fabricated for characterization by
ICN2 as well as by UPV (new setup, see below).
‐ High‐quality OM cavities in nanocrystalline silicon films provided by VTT were fabricated and sent to
ICN2 for characterization.
‐ A home‐made lab set‐up for complete optical and mechanical characterization of optomechanical
crystal cavities using tapered fiber has been commissioned.
‐ A couple of new technological platforms for unreleased silicon optomechanics has been proposed and
studied via numerical simulations (collaboration with USTL).
Simulations
On the theoretical side, different OM configurations and structures have been simulated and
considered in order to improve the response of the standard OM cavity we are using mainly in terms of
increasing the OM coupling rate, increasing the phononic shielding or achieving larger mechanical
frequencies. For instance, in order to reduce the effective mode volume, enhance light‐matter
interaction and possibly increase the mechanical frequency, an optomechanical cavity design with a
bowtie unit cell – having a silicon region of less than 20 nm in width ‐ has been considered. Figure UPV1
summarizes the numerical results for this cavity, showing confined the mechanical modes. Now, we are
in the fabrication stage to obtain high quality bowtie cells.

Figure UPV1. Bow tie OM cavity. (a) Photonic band diagrams
of a proposed defect and mirror cell of a bowtie structured
cavity.(b) Example of a confined optical mode at around 200
THz. (c) Example of a confined mechanical mode in the wings
of the bowtie cell.

From the point of view of the optical resonances, cavities in 2D OM crystals have also been considered
in order to exploit and obtain high optical quality factors. This builds on the knowledge gained in the
FP7 TAILPHOX project. The reason is that, as it can be seen in Fig. UPV2, for a honeycomb lattice, a total
bandgap of optical modes can be found which extends above the light line and, theoretically, this
should prevent leakage to radiative optical modes in this frequency range, increasing the optical Q
factor. This is shown in Fig. UPV2a, where blue dashed lines represent the odd and green solid lines the
even y‐parity modes, respectively. In addition, such symmetry enables full 2D phononic bandgaps,
regardless of the symmetry. Using this honeycomb lattice and introducing a defect, the creation of high
Q OM cavities should therefore be possible. In Fig. UPV2(b‐c) a proposed optical and mechanical cavity
defect is presented through the photonic and phononic band diagrams of a waveguide: In blue the
bands for the honeycomb lattice are shown; in red, the bands for the odd y‐parity optical modes and
mechanical bands (having a guided mode at around 5 GHz) are presented for the ladder linear defect.
By adiabatically changing the dimensions of the structure along the waveguide direction, a high‐Q OM
cavity should be formed.
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Figure UPV2. Calculation of the band structure of a honeycomb on a silicon slab. (a) Odd (blue) and even (green) y‐
parity optical bands. The inset shows the schematics of the lattice. (b) Photonic and (c) phononic band diagrams of
the mirror honeycomb lattice (blue) and defect honeycomb cell (red) of the proposed structures.

As detailed below when describing our activities in T3.1 in order to avoid problems arising during the
release of the silicon layer, we have studied new and release‐free configurations based on silicon, in
particular a horizontal silicon slot waveguide, where the slot is filled with silica, and a silicon‐on‐silicon‐
nitride waveguide. For the latter, we also studied the possibility to co‐localize optical and mechanical
waves by creating an OM cavity, just replacing the usual silicon beam by a Si‐on‐SiN structure.
Preliminary results are summarized on Fig. UPV3. Here, both the optical and the mechanical mode
should be confined in the Si layer, with the SiN layer acting as a barrier for sound, so that the structure
can be deposited directly onto a SiO2 substrate. We are currently working on the analysis of the possible
mechanical modes that should be present in the structure and the calculation of how they couple to the
optical mode. In particular, we are performing calculations of the Brillouin gain in this kind of
waveguides, in collaboration with USTL.

Figure UPV3. Calculation of photonic modes in the Si‐on‐SiN structure. (a‐b) Optical mode profile from two
different perspectives of the unreleased unit cell structure where the optical field is confined in the upper Si layer.
(c) Optical bands of a proposed mirror (pink) and defect (red) unit cell to perform a cavity. (d) Close view of (c)
where the optical confined mode at 1550 nm is indicated.
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Fabrication
UPV has continued the fabrication of samples with OM structures in SOI as well as in nc‐Si. As example,
we show on Fig. UPV4 two SEM images of an OM cavity fabricated on a nc‐Si substrate provided by VTT.

Figure UPV4. SEM images of a released OM cavity fabricated on a nc‐Si layer.

Experimental characterization
Since M20, a new experimental setup for fiber pulling and coupling is operative at the UPV labs, as
shown in Fig. UPV5. This setup has been established mainly because of the almost impossibility to
fabricate chips with coupling to the OM cavity via integrated waveguides which could have been
characterized in standard setups for integrated optics in an end‐fire scheme. Now, fiber tapered loops
can be built in situ for coupling via evanescent waves with OM cavities. Using this configuration both
optical and mechanical modes can be detected and recorded as seen in the figures below. For instance,
Figs. UPV6 and UPV7 show a couple of OM cavities together with the experimentally measured optical
resonances and transduced mechanical modes. In both cavities typical experimental quality factors (Q)
can be found around 104, but Q ≈ 105 has also been observed in certain samples. Despite the power
drop in the transmitted optical signal depends on the cavity resonance and the coupling position
between the fiber loop and the cavity, in Fig. UPV7b an optical resonance with a power drop of 60% is
presented. Finally, in Fig. UPV7c a contour map of the MHz mechanical modes are presented with a
close view of one of them in Fig. UPV7d.

Figure UPV5. (a) Overview of the experimental setup at UPV. (b) Close view of the fiber pulling station and the
setup for the optomechanical measurements showing the microscope in the vertical direction and three
micrometer holders, two of them enables the creation and holding of the fiber loop and the third contains the
sample holder.
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Figure UPV6. Example of a structure fabricated at UPV. (a) SEM image of the fabricated device.(b) Experimental
optical spectrum (c) Colour contour plot of the radio‐frequency spectrum as a function of the laser wavelength in
the MHz and (d) GHz ranges at a laser power of P=8 mW.

Figure UPV7. Example of measurements performed at UPV. (a) Example of optical resonances with quality factors
up to 10^4, in some cases multiple optical resonances are present.(b) Optical resonance with a coupling of the
order of the 70% of the input optical power. (c) Colour contour plot of the radio‐frequency spectrum as a function
of the laser wavelength or time step when the laser is tuned at the MHz range. (d) Close view of a MHz spectrum at
a laser power input of P=6 mW. (e) SEM image of the structure measured.
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On the other hand, access to the OM cavities via integrated waveguides (Task 3.1) was also considered, in
addition to coupling to external fibres via grating couplers. In Fig. UPV8(b‐e) SEM images of the fabricated
cavities are presented. Two configurations were tested; one with straight waveguides where the cavity
was in the middle (direct coupling), and another with coupling via bent waveguides (lateral evanescent
coupling). However, different fabrication problems gave rise to the release of a large region of the
waveguide after applying the HF bath instead of only the cavity region. In the case of the bent
waveguides this led to fallen structures. In Fig. UPV8a some experimental measurements of the
suspended straight cavities are shown. For simple cavity structures, a normalized transmission of about ‐
30 dB was observed, but due to the cavity imperfections no optical resonance was measured. In the case
of more complex structures as in Fig. UPV8c, the transmission dropped to about ‐50 dB. This is the reason
why i) we have setup a measurement scheme via a tapered fiber and (ii) we are addressing new
structures without releasing the beam for building OM circuits on silicon‐based chips.

Figure UPV8. Measurement of suspended OM cavities. (a) Experimental transmission spectrums of different
optomechanical cavities in the suspended integrated samples with gratings, in the configuration of straight
waveguides. (b‐c) Some examples of the optomechanical cavities fabricated in this configuration. (d) Close view of
the grating structure. (e) Close view of a bend waveguide.

Dissemination activities/publications/conferences:
‐ Optomechanical cavity design with a complete phononic bandgap for a confined 5 GHz acoustic mode,
L. Mercadé and A. Martínez (WOMBAT 2017), Besançon (France) [Conference – Oral presentation]
‐ Totally confined gigahertz mechanical mode with a complete phononic bandgap for a nano‐
optomechanic cavity, L. Mercadé, A. Griol and A. Martínez (NANOP 2017), Barcelona (España)
[Conference – Poster]
‐ Nano‐optomechanical crystal cavity design for totally confined gigahertz mechanical modes with a
complete phononic bandgap (X Reunión del Grupo Especializado de Física del Estado Sólido, L.
Mercadé, A. Griol and A. Martínez (GEFES 2018)), Valencia (España) [Conference – Poster] (this
presented poster was selected as finalist in the best poster contest of GEFES 2018)
‐ D. Navarro‐Urrios, N.E. Capuj, J. Maire, M. Colombano, J. Jaramillo‐Fernandez, E. Chavez‐Angel, L. L.
Martin, L. Mercadé, A. Griol, A. Martínez, C. M. Sotomayor‐Torres, and J. Ahopelto, "Nanocrystalline
silicon optomechanical cavities," Opt. Express 26, 9829‐9839 (2018) [Journal Publication]

Personnel:
A. Martínez has been appointed as permanent researcher at UPV.
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4.1.5.

VTT

Main achievements
 Fabrication of silicon cavities for phonon parametric oscillator (PPO).
 Production of nanocrystalline silicon on insulator (nc‐SOI) wafers to investigate the effects of stress
on the mechanical properties of optomechanical cavities.
 Demonstration of the operation of piezoelectric launchers to be integrated with one‐dimensional
optomechanical cavities.

Phonon parametric oscillator
The phonon parametric oscillator (PPO) provides a route to realise a source of coherent phonons with
frequencies up to 100 GHz. The oscillator consists of a cavity with its thickness exactly tuned to the
frequency of the pump laser. In the case of (100) silicon, the thickness of the cavity is 52.5 m. The
cavities were fabricated by thinning the device layer of a thick SOI wafer by several oxidation and oxide
removal steps. Finally, windows were opened from the backside through the handle wafer using ICP and
HF etching. In Fig. VTT1 we show the final structure schematically, the mask layout used to pattern the
windows and an optical profilometer scan taken from the backside of the finalised wafer.

Fig. VTT1. Sample preparation schematic for the PPO. (Left) Schematic cross‐section of the PPO cavity shown
schematically. (Middle) Layout of the mask for a 150 mm wafer to open the windows from the backside through
the handle wafer and buried oxide. (Right) Optical profilometer image of a 1.5 mm diameter window etched
through the wafer.

Phonon loss mechanisms
(Details are reported in D3.3)
Nanocrystalline silicon on insulator (nc‐SOI) wafers with various tensile stress values ranging from 90 to
290 MPa were produced at VTT. The stress can be tuned by the annealing temperature of the original
amorphous film. The effect of stress on the mode frequencies was also simulated by FEM. The
frequency of the extended modes increases and that of localised modes decreases as a function of
tensile stress, showing the different influence of the von Mises stress on the modes.
Integration of surface acoustic wave launchers with nanocrystalline silicon OM beams
VTT is developing a process to integrate SAW interdigitated transducers (IDTs) on nanocrystalline silicon
films to enable both electrical and optical control of the optomechanical structures and to facilitate
fabrication of complex integrated OM devices and circuits. The targeted operation frequency of these
devices is 1 and 2 GHz. The platform consists of a 220 nm thick nc‐Si film on a 1 m thick SiO2 layer, and
a 250 nm thick piezoelectric AlN film on which the Al IDTs are located. A SEM image of a device
template with energy focussing IDTs and the window for the OM cavities is shown in Fig. VTT2. The first
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electrical measurements were carried out at VTT and the transmission properties are shown in Fig.
VTT2.
Modeling
Measurement
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Fig. VTT2. Electrical characterization of IDTs. (Left) SEM image of a device with focussing IDTs on AlN and a
window for the OM cavities. (Right) Measured and simulated triple transit echo signal from a device with
integrated IDT on SAW launchers on a nc‐Si film.

Dissemination
J. Ahopelto, “Nanostructures for Phononics”, Keynote, Imaginenano2018, March 13‐15, 2018, Bilbao.
J. Ahopelto, “Silicon Membranes for Nanophononics”, Invited talk, IEEE NANO 2018, July 23‐26, 2018,
Cork.
4.1.6.

CNR

Main work/achievements:
 Coupled nanobeam mini‐circuit design
Building on the previous experimental/theoretical results, CNR unit designed a device which would
include all the relevant feature of an all‐phononic circuit. Two closely spaced silicon optomechanical
nanobeams can be coupled through a single tapered fiber: if at slightly different optical frequencies,
both nanobeams can be addressed individually. By coupling their outer ends with circular waveguides it
is possible to achieve a controllable mechanical coupling of the two optomechanical crystals. We
explored the parameter space by changing the lengths (tl), widths (tw) and the number of tethers (Nt)
holding up the waveguides and thus controlling the magnitude of mechanical coupling. As an example,
3D mechanical simulations shown in Fig. CNR1 (a) report the mechanical spectrum for an increasing
number of tethers. Adding tethers makes the waveguides stiffer, reducing the mechanical coupling. This
can be tuned from a situation in which symmetric and antisymmetric modes can be easily resolved
(bottom, green curve) to a two‐fold degenerate single mechanical mode (top, light blue curve).
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Figure CNR1. (a): design of the mini‐circuit optomechanical system. Two nanobeams are coupled together by
means of semi‐circular waveguides, which are parametrized by the width (tw), length (tl) and number (Nt) of
tethers anchoring them at the substrate. In the simulation, the mechanical spectra for increasing number of tethers
is reported. (b): Simulated displacement efficiency of a system of 1D coupled pendulous as a function of forcing
frequency. The coupling is reactive and only one of the two is forced. (c): Same simulation for a full 3D system using
a FEM solver. At the crossing point the two beams oscillations can either be in phase or anti‐phase.

Interestingly, this system can be relevant for the quantification of some of the device parameters, as the
phonon loss in a waveguide, phonon coherence length as well as nanobeam phonon detection efficiency.
The latter can be experimentally evaluated by activating a regime in which one of the two nanobeam is
mechanically actuated while the other is used as a phonon detector. In this context it is useful to
introduce the displacement efficiency:
∭
∭

√

√
∭

√

,

where x is an index attributed to nanobeam 1 or 2, while u, v and w are the generalized displacement
coordinates. As a toy model useful to illustrate the underlying physics, we can consider a set of coupled
rate equations for 1D harmonic oscillator with reactive coupling and forcing on one single oscillator. A
sketch of this simple system is shown in Fig. CNR1 (b) using pendulums as representative of such 1D
systems. The same panel highlights the main results of solving this set of differential equations. By
sweeping the forcing frequency around the system resonance, it is possible to see that the mechanical
displacement switches from the beam with direct forcing (blue pendulum) to the one indirectly forced
(red). The same qualitative behaviour is expected to arise in the optomechanical nanobeams, as reported
in Figure CNR1 (c). By changing the driving frequency, for example by changing the self‐pulsing frequency,
it is expected to shift the corresponding displacement from nanobeam 1 to nanobeam 2. This would allow
for a full characterization of the mechanical actuation in a coupled system, for varying mechanical
coupling conditions. On top of that, interesting additional features seem to appear, such a Fano‐like
resonance on the main peak/dip shoulder which could be related to the coupling of localized phonon
modes with the quasi‐continuum of modes living in the dielectric substrate.
A preliminary set of explorative devices has been fabricated by UPVLC and it is currently tested by ICN2.
After a first round a fine tuning of the simulation will be performed by taking into account realistic device
parameters.
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 GaAs optomechanical nanobeams
To achieve a better control on the phonon detection scheme with external phonon source (such as a
Surface Acoustic Waves in a piezoelectric material), we have fabricated a set of optomechanical beams
in GaAs, which we subsequently tested at ICN2.

Figure CNR2. (a): micrograph of a suspended optomechanical nanobeam device. The broad range optical
transmission spectrum is reported in panel (b). Among the others, a sharp resonance appears at about 1460nm.
(c): zoom‐in of the main resonance, holding a Q‐factor of 5500. (d): broad range thermal mechanical spectrum.
(e): zoom‐in of a set of mechanical peaks with a Q‐factor of few hundreds.

The nanobeam fabrication starts with a custom‐made heterostructure composed of an Al0.7Ga0.3As, 3
m thick sacrificial layer and a 220 nm GaAs device layer grown on top of a GaAs substrate. By
patterning the top of the chip by e‐beam lithography and plasma etching we define the nanobeam
shapes which are then released in a HF wet etch process. Figure CNR2 (a) shows a SEM micrograph of
one of the devices. Broad range optical characterization shows a set of optical resonances of which the
fundamental mode is centred at about 1460 nm (see Fig. CNR2 (b)). A more detailed transmission
measurement is reported in Fig. CNR2 (c), where an intrinsic optical Q‐factor of 5500 can be
appreciated. By setting the laser light on the shoulder of the resonant dip, we analyse the mechanical
spectrum excited by thermal Brownian motion. As reported in Fig. CNR2 (d) several resonances are
present up to few hundreds MHz. A set of modes is reported in Fig. CNR2 (e) where Q‐factor of few
hundreds can be extracted.
We used the first characterization results to improve the fabrication parameters and we are currently
designing a second run where the optical resonances will be centred around 1550 nm. Furthermore,
side electrodes will be added to the nanobeam in such a way to obtain a tuning of the mechanical mode
frequencies employing the piezoelectric effect.

Training/exchanges and dissemination
Vienna ICT Exhibition 2018
PHENOMEN applied for an exhibition stand at EU‐ICT 2018 in partnership with HOT project which is a
FET‐proactive on the topic of hybrid optomechanics. CNR was in charge of defining the project
showcase and took care of discussion with D. Farrugia and A. Xuereb (from HOT) to define a common
strategy for disseminating the main projects results. Simple tabletop experiments were thought and
defined in the exhibition proposal and the PHENOMEN consortium will be present at Vienna ICT 2018
from December 4th to December 6th 2018.
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Exchanges:
‐ A. Pitanti spent one week at ICN2 in early February and another week at ICN2 in early May in order to
participate in the coupling silicon nanobeams and GaAs nanobeams experimental characterization
respectively (WP2).
‐ S. Zanotto spent one day at UPVM in April and one day at ICN2 for discussion related to WP1 and WP2

Publications:
D. Mencarelli, B. Djafari‐Rouhani, Y. Pennec, A. Pitanti, S. Zanotto, M. Stocchi and L. Pierantoni,
“Numerical emulation of ThruRefection‐Line calibration for the de‐embedding of Surface Acoustic Wave
devices”, Sci. Rep. 8, 9256 (2018).

Personnel:
A.Pitanti has been appointed as permanent researcher at CNR.

4.1.7. MENAPIC
1) During period M13‐M24 MENAPiC first performed elastic measurements on nanocrystalline silicon
(nc‐Si) thin‐films, a material used in WP3. For the first time, the sound velocity has been measured and
compared to amorphous silicon (a‐Si) and crystalline silicon (c‐Si). From the same measurement, other
properties have been extracted, in particular acoustic losses and optical properties.
The main conclusions are:





Sound velocity of nc‐Si is higher than crystalline Si
Sound attenuation is roughly 10 times higher than c‐Si
Optical properties are different from c‐Si and a‐Si
We plan to publish these results which have never been reported before.

2) Regarding the PPO action related to a possible phonon source in WP2, MENAPiC and VTT designed a
very first sample to test the feasibility of the concept. A suspended layer of crystalline silicon with a
thickness close to 20 µm. As the thickness is a critical parameter, a large sample with multiple devices
and VTT realized a first sample according to such a definition and provided it to MENAPiC at M18.
MENAPiC realized some preliminary tests on the sample using various configuration. The first goal was
to demonstrate excitation of an acoustic pulse within the PPO structure and then to detect a returning
echo. If generation has been confirmed, the returning echo is still to be detected. Such an echo is
needed to first check the cavity thickness. The favour the detection of such an echo, we plan to put Al
on top of the sample.

4.2. Progress report at WP level
4.2.1. WP1 Theory and Modelling (leader: IEMN)

Active tasks and work performed:
Task 1.1. Phonon propagation.
Developments of the simulation tools for propagation of phonons and photons in nanobeam
waveguides containing two coupled cavities either in serial or in parallel. Control of the nonreciprocal
transmission when the cavities are excited by an external source, possibly by optomechanics. First
investigation of losses effect due to the material and its interaction with air medium. Study on non‐
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reciprocal or unidirectional transmission, using quantum mechanical model approach. These tasks will
be actives during the next period.

Task 1.2. Optomechanical coupling and cooperativity design.
We start, in collaboration with UPV for the experimental part, a study on stimulated Brillouin scattering
(SBS) in slot nanobeams made of Si/SiO2 which will be intensified during the next reporting period. We
have achieved the development of the theoretical codes on phonon/photon interaction at the
disposition of the partners. The developed simulation method for the calculation of optomechanical
couplings will be applied to the devices which are experimentally relevant.
Relevant progresses have been made in the development of a full‐wave model for the coupling between
the ElectroMagnetic and Continuum Mechanics (EM‐CM) physics by exploiting the Transformation
Optics (TO) method. The TO method basically inserts the mechanical displacement of the resonant
cavity into the EM constitutive parameters, which allows us to consider for the moving boundaries
effect.
Together with the optomechanically coupled model, investigations on the mechanical wave generated
by the resonant cavity (which is actually the result of what is usually called phonon lasing) have been
conducted. A remarkable numerical example is provided by a phononic waveguide been placed after
the optomechanical cavity: to minimize mechanical damping in the structure, an external acoustic
radiation shield is added in the periphery of the nanobeam. This shield consists of a two‐dimensional
cross pattern, which has been shown both theoretically and experimentally to yield a substantial
phononic bandgap in the frequency band of the mechanical mode.
In relation to D3.3, VTT has simulated the effect of stress/strain in nanocrystalline silicon OM beams at
different frequency ranges. The first results show that at 2 GHz range the tensile strain does not have a
large effect on the mode frequencies of the beams. It is predicted that the vibrational frequencies even
decrease as the strain is increasing. This can be understood by von Mise stresses and the consequent
distortion of the structure. At lower frequencies, increasing of strain shifts the modes to higher
frequencies. An example of simulations is shown below for a mode at 131 MHz.

Figure WP1‐1. Mode shape at 131.14 MHz solved for tensile pre‐stress of 200 MPa.

Milestone 4. Phonon coupling between components. Identification of loss mechanisms and quality
factors.
The coupling and tuneability between components has been observed in the simulations. Insertion
losses remain high, especially for electric‐to‐acoustic conversion, but we are confident that, like
photonic crystals in the past, improved designs will lead to lower losses, both in terms of insertion and
transmission in waveguides.
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Figure WP1‐2. IDT‐to‐waveguide transition. Net power lost in case of excitation from the mechanical waveguide
(red), and from the IDT (blue): losses are due to radiation of mechanical waves into the substrate.

Task 1.3. Device parameterization.
After introducing a first full‐wave model for the space‐time discretization of the acoustic wave
equations by using the Transmission Line Matrix (TLM), we started to develop an additional approach to
mechanical and optomechanical devices. This method, based on Thru‐Reflection‐Line calibration,
provides an alternative approach not only for the study of phonon propagation, but also for the analysis
of electromechanical excitation of acoustic guided waves, and for the de‐embedding of OM circuits.
Submitted deliverables:
Deliverable D1.3 "Selection of methods towards NOMS circuitry. Development of numerical tools" in
the framework of WP1 (M24).
Main achievements:
‐ Tools for propagation of phonon and photons in nanobeam waveguides containing single and coupled
cavities.
‐ Time‐harmonic Transformation Optics has been implemented and tested numerically. For the first
time, an independent validation of the model has been obtained, by comparison with experimental
results related to the observation of a breathing mechanical mode at 5.5 GHz in a 1D corrugated Si‐
based nanobeam. In the experiment, a strong RF transduced signal is observed corresponding to
mechanical modes distributed over a spectral range between 10 MHz and 9 GHz. The numerical
analysis gives, in turn, the effective enhancement of the displacement associated to the considered
mechanical resonances.
The Thru‐Reflection‐Line calibration approach, rigorously developed for the analysis of opto‐mechanical
circuits, has been validated numerically by simulating interdigital transducers (IDTs) and surface‐
acoustic‐wave (SAW) excitation.
Corrective actions:
N/A
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4.2.2. WP2 Components (leader: ICN2)

Relevant work/achievements:
Task 2.1. Coherent phonon sources.
Once fulfilled the conditions for high frequency phonon sources (see M12 deliverables), we continued
the optimization for a more efficient emission scheme. In particular, UPV has continued the regular
production of OM cavities with phonon sources on SOI for characterization at ICN2 premises. In
addition, UPV has fabricated new designs of OM cavities (see D4.8) with strong OM coupling (g0 > 1
MHz) for GHz acoustic modes in a full phononic bandgap. Such samples are currently under
characterization at the new setup for measurement of mechanical modes in silicon beams now
operating at UPV labs. Transduction of extended (tens of MHz) and localized (some GHz) mechanical
modes on the optical spectrum has been observed.
In addition, we have continued the work on Phonon parametric oscillator (PPO), which provide a route
to realise a source for coherent phonons up to 100 GHz frequencies. The oscillator consists of a cavity
with thickness exactly tuned with the frequency of the pump laser. In case of (100) silicon, the thickness
of the cavity is 52.5 m. VTT fabricated the cavities by thinning the device layer of a thick SOI wafer by
several oxidation and oxide removal steps. Finally, windows were opened from the backside through
the handle wafer using ICP and HF etching. In Fig. WP2‐1 are shown the final structure schematically,
the mask layout used to pattern the windows and an optical profilometer scan taken from the backside
of the finalised wafer. The wafer was delivered to MENAPIC for further characterisation.

Fig. WP2‐1. (Left) Cross‐section of the PPO cavity shown schematically. (Middle) Layout of the mask for a 150
mm wafer to open the windows from the backside through the handle wafer and buried oxide. (Right) Optical
profilometer image of a 1.5 mm diameter window etched through the wafer.

Task 2.2. Coherent phonon detectors.
Proof of phonon detection has been achieved on M18 (see D2.2) and it is briefly summarized in Fig.
WP2‐2. Essentially, two nanobeams are mechanically coupled and optically uncoupled using the
configuration shown in Fig. WP2‐3. When just one cavity is driven into a coherent phonon emission
state, it is possible to detect its main RF peak using the RF spectral signal from the second cavity, where
it appears as a narrow shoulder on top of the smaller and broader thermal peak. Characterization has
been performed by ICN2 while samples were fabricated by UPV.
Building from this important result, we are working toward a quantitative assessment of the impinging
phonon beam. To this end, we kept working on the piezoelectric material platform, where Surface
Acoustic Waves can be used to generate highly controllable phonon beams. In this context we
fabricated GaAs optomechanical nanobeams (CNR – ICN2) to be used to detect incoming phonon waves
generated by interdigitated transducers. First characterization shows promising optical and mechanical
Q‐factors; a new fabrication run of optimized devices is in progress. Patterning of the silicon layer in the
IDT on nc‐Si samples produced by VTT is also ongoing.
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Figure WP2‐2. (a) Signal transduction with the tuneable filter set to different wavelengths. When the first cavity
is selected (blue) a strong mechanical signal appears, corresponding to self‐sustained coherent phonon
oscillations. Conversely, when the second cavity is selected (green), both the thermally excited broad mechanical
peak as well as the narrow peak corresponding to the coherent phonon detection are present. The inset shows
the different filtering settings. (b) Comparison between thermal spectra in the second cavity with the laser 1 ON
and OFF. When the laser is switched on, a narrow peak appears, corresponding to the detection of coherent
phonons from the first cavity. (c) Evolution of the lasing state with phonon detection: by changing the laser 1
pumping wavelength it is possible to follow the evolution of the source by looking at the detected signal.
Following the colour gradient in the inset, the source signal broadens and decreases in power until it disappears.

Task 2.3. Phonon processing devices.
Phonon processing devices: In order to study phonon propagation, we designed a mini‐circuit device
(CNR) where two optomechanical nanobeams are connected by means of semi‐circular waveguides.
This device has manifold purposes: at first, it will act as a representative of the large scale circuit which
is the end goal of Phenomen project. Secondly, it will allow us to investigate splitting of a phonon
source in two equivalent beams which will be relevant for building phonon interferometers. At last, this
particular system could act as a PT‐symmetric device and interesting exchange of excitations in the two
self‐oscillating beams is expected and could be readily investigated. At this level a very preliminary set
of sample has been fabricated by UPV and characterized by ICN2. Nice resonances have been measured
around 1400nm wavelength: using the measurement feedback, a next generation of devices is in
fabrication, with the goal of tuning the optical resonating wavelength to 1550nm.
OM distributed feedback stabilization: To demonstrate synchronization of coupled OM cavities, we
started from the devices used for phonon detection (see D2.2): these are made of two nominally
identical OM nanobeams linked by a mechanical tether (fabricated at UPV). FEM simulations show that
the two cavities are mechanically linked but far enough to avoid optical crosstalk, as shown in Fig. WP2‐
3.
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Figure WP2‐3. Simulation of coupled optomechanical cavities. a–b: FEM simulations of the optical
eigenmodes corresponding to each of the two cavities, which are weakly optically coupled. c‐d: FEM
simulations of the mechanical eigenmodes of both cavities.

To observe synchronization, we have modified the original experimental setup introducing two
independent optical sources by multiplexing different lasers in a single tapered optical fiber placed in‐
between the two nanobeams. Owing to fluctuation at the fabrication stage, the two nanobeams have
slightly different optical and mechanical resonances and thus using different wavelength we can
address individual nanobeams. The two signals are then analysed separately, using an adjustable
bandpass filter that allow us to optically read out the mechanical signals from both cavities
independently.
At first, we verified that it is possible to bring each cavity independently to the self‐sustained phonon
oscillation regime by placing the fiber on the most external part of the box containing the devices. The
mechanical 3rd order flexural modes of cavity 1 and 2 (hereafter called Master and Slave, respectively)
were observed at 95.3 and 94.6 MHz, respectively. For the synchronization experiment, we placed the
fiber in‐between the structures. First, the Slave cavity is brought to coherent phonon emission regime
using the first laser (S‐laser). Then, we slowly increased the power dropped into the Master (by tuning
the second laser (M‐laser) wavelength). The results are summarized in Fig. WP2‐4.
With low power into the Master, its mechanical spectrum shows two peaks, namely its thermally
activated motion and the signal detected from the phonon lasing of the Slave (Fig. UPV3 a). In the same
condition, a strong peak appears in the Slave spectrum, with only a small contribution coming from the
thermal motion of the Master due to its small amplitude (see Fig. 3 b). By increasing the wavelength of
the M‐laser, and thus the optical power injected into the cavity, we see a shift of the mechanical
frequency due to heating, as well as an increase in intensity and sharpening of the peak as the Master
enters the phonon lasing regime (Fig. WP2‐4 c).
At this point, a further peak appears in the Slave spectrum (plus some sidebands owing to the beating of
the mechanical modes, see Fig. WP2‐4 d). Injecting even more power the system enters in a transition
region (see Fig. WP2‐4 e‐f) in which the signal corresponding to the vibration of the Master becomes
dominant. Finally, as the power is increased even more, we enter the synchronization regime, where
both cavities oscillate at the same frequency, which corresponds to the one of the Master. The presence
of the two sidebands in the signal of the Slave further strengthen the conclusion that the two cavities
are synchronized.
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Figure WP2‐4. a‐h) RF spectra of the Master and Slave cavities (left and right panels, respectively) for
increasing values of the wavelength of the M‐ laser (M), that is increasing optical power within the cavity, and
with fixed wavelength of the S‐laser (=1529nm). i‐j) Contour plots of the RF spectra for the Master and Slave
cavities as a function of M.

After the measurements in the frequency domain, we aimed at measuring the mechanical dephasing
between the Master and Slave cavities. For that purpose, we directly analysed the temporal traces of
the two signals in and out of the synchronization regime. The results, reported in Fig. WP2‐5, show that
the two cavities oscillate in anti‐phase, as expected from our calculations. We additionally performed
stroboscopic measurements to verify the robustness of the synchronization. The transmitted signal of
the Slave plotted against that of the Master as a function of time draws a clear closed cycle. The points
corresponding to the same phase difference acquired over many cycles overlap within the
measurement error, showing that the frequency of the Master and the Slave are exactly equal, thus
adding another proof to the demonstration of synchronization. Samples have been characterized at
ICN2. CNR has participated to the preliminary measurements by a visitor exchange.

Figure WP2‐5. a) Temporal traces of the optical transmission of the Master and Slave cavities (black and red
curves, respectively) recorded simultaneously. b) Zoom on a single period. The dashed lines correspond to the
simulated normalized mechanical deformation.
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A manuscript detailing the work on synchronization, including phonon detection, has been recently
submitted for peer review.
RF phonon processing: UPV is focused on studying structures for RF processing. In particular, Si‐on‐SiN
waveguides, which should be highly suitable for stimulated Brillouin scattering, which could open the
path towards multiple RF processing application, from filtering to Brillouin lasing.
Milestone 3. Experimental demonstration of on‐chip RF generation and filtering.
This milestone was not be achieved by month 24 because of the delay in the fabrication of samples with
coupling to the OM cavity via integrated waveguides (Task 3.1, responsible UPV). This has resulted in a
delay in the OM characterization of samples at UPV labs (necessary to perform measurements on RF
processing via OM devices). To overcome the previously unforeseen level of difficulty in terms of
integration, which was predicted by the reviewers, the consortium has implemented a new strategy. To
date, the consortium has demonstrated on‐chip RF generation from curved IDTs, whose design enable
the focusing of the SAW towards the optomechanical cavity. Progress in this aspect will be detailed in
deliverables D2.3 and D4.10, due at month 30.
In principle, we need back‐action amplification of the GHz mode, which has been observed in the ICN2
premises but not still at the UPV lab. The setup for OM measurements is operative since M20 and we
have been able to observe transduction of GHz‐scale mechanical modes. Hopefully we can observe back
action amplification by M24‐25 and then undertake RF processing measurements – in particular, RF
filtering ‐ so we are confident in that this milestone can be achieved by M30.
Milestone 5. Phonon processing detected.
Linked to the difficulties encountered with Milestone 3, this milestone was not achieved by month 24.
Generation and detection were successfully performed but the difficulty in larger integration led to a
delay in achieving this Milestone, which we plan to successfully complete shortly after month 30.
Conversely, the milestone MS6 (synchronization between two mechanically coupled cavities) has been
achieved.
4.2.3. WP3 Integration & Validation (leader: UPV)

Active tasks and work progress:
Task 3.1. Integrated light coupling. (UPV, VTT, CNR, ICN2).
In this task, started on M7, two configurations for driving OM cavities via integrated waveguides are
under investigation: lateral evanescent coupling by a parallel waveguide and direct in‐line coupling. As
explained in D3.2, the consortium decided to focus on evanescent coupling with grating couplers for
interfacing with external optical fibres. This way, fabrication of samples under this approach continued
over year 2 using the UPV clean‐room facilities.
Unfortunately, we found the same problems that we already faced in the first year and that were
reported in D3.2 and in the 1st PR: releasing the membranes with HF makes many of the nanoscale
structures (namely, the OM cavities) to break‐down and collapse.
For example, on M13 we tried to fabricate a sample in which first waveguides, cavities and gratings
were defined in the silicon layer by electron beam and etching, then we used a special resist to open
windows with the mask‐aligner through which the oxide could be removed by immersion in a HF bath.
This process worked well in our previous project TAILPHOX so we tried to do the same now, even with
the same resist (same company but another batch). But it did not worked, as seen in the SEM images on
Fig. WP3‐1, which clearly shown that the silicon beams in the cavity region collapsed down and fell over
the silica substrate that remained after the HF bath. A new sample was tried soon after that by using a
less aggressive process but the results were similar. So, at this point we are very pessimistic about the
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realization of coupling via integrated waveguides and grating couplers. We want to notice here that we
were aware of this risk at the beginning of the project. Indeed it is included as risk 7 (R7) in the “WT5
Critical Implementation risks and mitigation actions” table of the Grant Agreement:
Risk number: R7. Description of Risk: High: Degradation of the OM response when using integrated
waveguide coupling. Workpackage: WP3. Proposed risk‐mitigation measures: Use of tapered fibres for
photon extraction/injection and explore topological approaches to control scattering.

Figure WP3‐1. SEM images showing details of two OM cavities coupled to integrated waveguides via in‐line
coupling (left) and evanescent coupling (right). The waveguide‐cavity system collapsed down to the silica substrate
after HF bath.

In PHENOMEN, besides the evident measure (use of tapered fibres for driving the cavities, with now
two experimental systems available at ICN2 and UPV) we have undertaken two extra actions:
‐ Use of evanescent coupling from integrated waveguide to OM cavity, but also from a tapered fiber to
integrated waveguide (as in S. Groblacher et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 103, 181104, 2013). A first sample
with a number of cavities was fabricated on M15 (see Fig. WP3‐2) but characterization at ICN2
premises showed that the coupling between the fiber and the waveguide was poor. A new sample
with improved interfaces is currently under fabrication in the UPV clean room.
‐ Design of new structures for unreleased OM circuits. A key limitation of silicon OM circuits is that
whilst silicon on silica confine light waves, mechanical waves then to be confined in silica. This is the
reason why the silicon membrane have to be released to build OM circuits, which give rise to many
complications as we have seen in PHENOMEN. Recently, some authors have started to unveiled ways
to get OM circuits in unreleased silicon. For instance, it should be mentioned that the Safavi Naeini’s
group in Stanford, US, with two recent publications (C. J. Sarabalis, et al., Optica 4, 1147‐1150, 2017,
and C. J. Sarabalis, J. T. Hill, and A. H. Safavi‐Naeini, APL Photon. 1, 071301, 2016) is pursuing this
route by using two high‐aspect ratio silicon fins in close proximity, though excitation of GHz
mechanical mode is still not achieved. In PHENOMEN, UPV has come out with two new configurations
which are now being studied in collaboration with USTL: i) a horizontal silicon slot waveguide filled
with silica and ii) an amorphous silicon strip on top of a silicon nitride layer. Both configurations are
schematically described on Fig. WP3‐3, which also shows simulation results that demonstrate
confinement of both photonic and phononic modes in a non‐suspended silicon structure.
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Figure WP3‐2. SEM images showing details of two OM cavities evanescently coupled to integrated waveguides. In
contrast to Fig. WP3‐1the short length of the systems made possible to use silicon layer as a mask for HF bath,
which prevented the collapse of the suspended beams. .

Figure WP3‐3. New silicon‐based structures for unreleased cavity and waveguide optomechanics. Top row: a thin
silica slot embedded between two silicon strips (left panel) confine optical waves (middle panel showing the
fundamental TM mode at 1550 nm) and acoustic waves (right panel) within the silica slot. Bottom row: a silicon
strip on top of a silicon nitride strip (left panel) provides a way to confine optical waves (middle panel showing the
fundamental TE mode at 1550 nm) and mechanical waves (right panel). Notice that there is no mechanical leakage
in the silica substrate. More results will come in the next months in a collaboration between USTL and UPV.

UPV has started the fabrication and experimental characterization of amorphous silicon (a‐Si)
waveguides, since low‐loss a‐Si waveguides are key in both of the previous approaches for unreleased
OM circuits. We started by depositing 220 nm of a‐Si on thermal oxide via Plasma‐enhanced Chemical
Vapour Deposition (PECVD) at two temperatures (200º and 350º). Then we defined a set of waveguides
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with different lengths and width = 500 nm. TM and TE grating couplers were used to couple light into
and from of the chip. Results for the TM polarization are shown in Fig. WP3‐4, which gives propagation
losses over 60 dB/cm. Similar losses were also attained for TE polarization (not shown). These loses are
too high to build OM components so we are improving the PECVD process to deposit a‐Si layers to get
below 10 dB/cm in propagation losses. Then we will move to fabricate OM structures using the designs
sketched on Fig. WP3‐3.

Figure WP3‐4. Spectral characterization of the TM polarization of 500‐nm‐waveguides a‐Si waveguides deposited
at 200º C (left) and 350º C (right). Estimated propagation losses are 60 dB/cm and 50 dB/cm respectively.

Task 3.2. Mode conversion (ICN2, UPV, CNR, VTT).
Two approaches have been contemplated for this task, namely the extraction and injection of phonons
from and to an optomechanical cavity (ICN2) with optical readout, as well as the design of a mode
converter (CNR, UNIVPM). ICN2 showed experimentally in M12 that mechanical lasing is not clearly
affected by the number of mirror cells of the OM crystal, i.e., mechanical quality factors of high and low
frequency modes are not affected at room temperature for 5 to 20 mirror cells, and all structures show
mechanical lasing at similar powers. From this point, we have designed and measured a system of
coupled cavities linked by a tether, who acts as a short phonon waveguide. Each cavity is anchored to
the surrounding substrate on both ends, as well as on their five outer mirror cells. These anchors are
used to confine the mechanical modes and the mechanical link between the two cavities is thus outside
this confinement region. This system is shown in Fig. WP3‐5.

Figure WP3‐5. System of mechanically coupled cavities. The two cavities are nominally identical. The external
tethers are used to anchor the cavities and confine the mechanical mode in the central parts of the nanobeams.

This configuration has been used to show that it is possible to emit phonons from an OM cavity in the
phonon lasing regime driven by self‐pulsing dynamics, transport these phonons over several μm using a
phononic waveguide (also called tether) and detect these phonons by optical readout of a second OM
cavity. In Fig. WP3‐6, we read out one cavity in which we observe the transduction of a thermally
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activated mode (broad peak) as well as the contribution from the other cavity that is in the phonon
lasing regime (narrow peaks). The signal detected from the lasing cavity stems exclusively from the
mechanical coupling via the tether, as different laser are used to excite each cavity at a different
wavelength and the readout is filtered to keep only the signal from the desired cavity.

Figure WP3‐6. Readout from an OM cavity transducing thermally activated mode (broad peak). The lower
frequency narrow peaks correspond to the phonons from the other OM cavity that are emitted, transmitted and
then detected in the readout cavity.

In this case, the extraction of phonons from the cavity and the injection in a second cavity (for optical
readout in this case) are performed along to the nanobeam. With this design, the optical and
mechanical Q‐factors are not affected. Furthermore, propagation occur over several microns and is not
impeded by the angle with the perpendicular tether. This configuration allows for a wide range of
designs that can be coupled with the photonic waveguides currently in development.
However, the coupling between the phononic waveguide and the optomechanical cavities is not
optimized in this design. In particular, the issue of impedance mismatch intrinsic to coupling
propagating waves and localized modes in periodic structures, which causes a decrease in efficiency,
has not been addressed. To overcome this difficulty, a typical approach consists in the interposition of a
tapered section between the leads of different impedance. In the tapered section the impedance is
gradually varied, to match the impedances of the connected leads.
We studied the problem where one lead is a slab acoustic waveguide, whereas the other lead is a
phononic crystal. The slab acoustic waveguide supports Lamb waves, which should be matched to the
slow acoustic wave typical of the phononic band edge of the phononic crystal. As a specific system, we
considered a chiral phononic crystal consisting of an array of L‐shaped holes in a Gallium Arsenide
membrane, the band structure and typical displacement pattern of the unit cell of which are shown in
Fig. WP3‐7.
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Figure WP3‐7. Band structure
and
typical
displacement
pattern, calculated for the
zone‐center mode highlighted
in pink.

Fig. WP3‐8a reports the propagation of the acoustic wave across an abrupt interface between an
unpatterned and patterned plate, i.e., across the mode conversion region. Here it clearly appears that
the acoustic field experiences a mismatch across the interface. To overcome this mismatch, we
designed a structure where the hole size gradually varies from vanishing dimensions to its nominal size,
similarly to tapering, as illustrated in Fig. WP3‐8b. Unfortunately, the simulation result does not suggest
that the tapering has a beneficial role as a wave matching element: the acoustic field appears to be
confined in a finite region, here at 40 μm along the y‐coordinate. However, if true, this effect could be
quite interesting per se, as it could be harnessed to realize an acoustic cavity based on a different
confinement mechanism. For this reason we have also fabricated such a device, shown in the SEM
picture (Fig. WP3‐8c). Measurements will be performed to confirm (or to refute) the result of the FEM
simulations. In particular, one should look at the future experimental transmission curves, to compare
them to the simulated ones (Fig. WP3‐9).

Figure WP3‐8. Acoustic mode conversion from the Lamb wave propagating in a plate to the phononic crystal
mode. (a), abrupt transition; (b), tapered transition consisting of gradually increasing hole sizes. A prototype
fabricated sample is reported in (c).

Figure WP3‐9. Acoustic transmission across the mode conversion region.
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Task 3.3. Phonon loss mechanisms. Assessment and minimization. (VTT, ICN2, USTL).
Nanocrystalline silicon on insulator (nc‐SOI) wafers with various tensile stress values ranging from 90 to
290 MPa were produced at VTT, as shown in Fig. WP3‐10. The stress can be tuned by annealing
temperature of the originally amorphous film. The velocity of sound in the nc‐Si films was determined
by picoacoustic measurements at MENAPIC. The measured velocities are higher than in crystalline (100)
Si, and about the same in all the samples and independent of strain or the annealing temperature. One‐
dimensional optomechanical cavities were fabricated at UPV and the devices were characterised at
ICN2 to measure the dependence of the Q factors on the stress. The optical Q factor is about five times
smaller than in similar device made of crystalline Si. However, the mechanical Q factors are higher,
increasing with the annealing temperature, suggesting that the crystalline quality of the nc‐Si films,
improving at higher annealing temperatures, has larger effect on the mechanical Q factor than the
tensile strain present in the nc‐Si OM beams. The effect of stress on the mode frequencies was
simulated by FEM at VTT. The frequency of the extended modes increases and that of localised modes
decreases as a function of tensile stress. Details of the samples and results can be found in the
deliverable report D3.3 “Effects of stress fields on the mechanical Q in phononic devices”.

Figure WP3‐10. Stress of nc‐Si layers vs. annealing temperature.

Task 3.4. Proof‐of‐concept of an optically‐driven phononic circuit (ICN2, VTT, UPVLC, CNR, UNIVPM,
USTL, MENAPiC)
This task started at M21, though some actions had been already launched before since this task is about
placing everything together and make it work. So far, first wafers with integrated SAW launchers on
nanocrystalline silicon have been produced at VTT (June 2018) and are now at UPV premises for
electron beam lithography and etching of silicon optomechanical structures. Then they will be back to
VTT for membrane release and further characterization.
In particular, VTT has been developing a process to integrate SAW interdigitated transducers on
nanocrystalline silicon films to integrate both electrical and optical control to the optomechanical
structures and to facilitate fabrication of complex integrated OM devices and circuits, operating here at
1 and 2 GHz range. The platform consists of a 220 nm thick nc‐Si film on a 1 m thick SiO2 layer, and a
250 nm thick piezoelectric AlN film on top of which the Al IDTs are located. Figure WP3‐11 shows an
SEM image of a device template (left), showing the energy focussing IDTs and the window for the OM
cavities. The electrical measurements of the templates show that electrical signal can be transduced to
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acoustic and back at the designed frequency, see below (Fig. WP3‐11, center). The first optomechanical
cavities have been fabricated on the platform at UPV (Fig. WP3‐11, right). The target at this stage is to
succeed in the full fabrication and release process.
Modeling
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Figure WP3‐11. SEM image of a device with focussing IDTs on AlN and a window for the OM cavities. (Middle)
Measured and simulated triple transit echo signal from a device with integrated IDT on SAW launchers on a nc‐Si
film. (Right) SEM image of one‐dimensional OM cavities patterned and etched in the nc‐Si window to test the
release process. Some micromasking appearing during the AlN etching is visible in the nc‐Si film.

Main achievements:
‐ Experimental demonstration of coherent generation and detection of phonons using optical pumping
and readout in cavities linked by a mechanical waveguide.

Submitted deliverables:
D3.3. “Effects of stress fields on the mechanical Q in phononic devices” (Responsible: VTT): this report
will be delivered by M24.

Corrective actions:
UPV: as already noticed in D4.7 and D4.8, and also described above, UPV has faced many problems
when fabricating the samples with integrated light coupling because of imperfect release of the Si
membranes. Despite of the many efforts to solve this problem, so far we have not found a reliable
solution. This is why we have decided to try alternatives to build OM circuits without the need for
releasing the membrane. Some of the preliminary results we have obtained so far (collaboration USTL‐
UPV) have been shown before.

4.2.4.

WP4 Management & Dissemination (leader: ICN2)

4.2.4.1

Management

4.2.4.1.1 Coordination activities
 Submission of deliverables: 1 deliverable submitted at the end of M14 (D4.11), 3 deliverables
submitted at the end of M18 (D1.2, D2.2, D3.1 and D4.11), the 3 deliverables to be submitted at the
end of M24 must to be reviewed and will be submitted as soon as possible.
 Accomplishments of milestones: M1 and M2 accomplished at the end of M18 (M1, M2), MS4
accomplished at the end of M24. MS3 and MS5 delayed.
 Organization of Consortium Meetings:
‐ Brussels 19th ‐20th of October 2017: Consortium Mtg & 1st Review Meeting
‐ Pisa 14th‐15th of February 2018: Consortium Mtg & Advisory Board Meeting. The
PHENOMEN project Advisory board formed by Dr. Qin Wang (Acreo Swedish ICT AB), Dr.
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‐
‐

Jean Chazelas (Thales TRT), Mr. Miguel Angel Piqueras (DAS Photonics SL), Dr. Paulo Santos
(Paul‐Drude‐Institut für Festkörperelektronik) and Prof. Dr. Peter Russer (Technische
Universität München) attended to the meeting.
Webex 23rd of May 2018: Follow‐up Consortium Mtg
Barcelona 6h of June 2018: Technical Consortium Mtg.

Status:
The work performed during the period M13‐M24 follows the original plan. No deviations reported.
4.2.4.2 Use of resources and financial statements
The use of staff effort as the end of M24 is adequate.
Two members of the consortium have been appointed as permanent researchers in their institutions
(UPV, CNR).
4.2.4.3 Dissemination
Relevant activities:
‐ Update of project website
‐ Creation and follow‐up of the project Twitter account @FET_EU_PHENOMEN.
‐ Publications: In the period M13‐M24 the consortium partners presented PHENOMEN results in several
international conferences and invited lectures (listed at the end of each partner activity report).
‐ Newsletter # 1 of the project launched on May 2018.
‐ PHENOMEN consortium is jointly organizing with the SAWtrain network the 2018 Intrnational
Workshop on Sound‐enabled Nanotechnologies (IWSENT2018 www.iwsent.sawtrain.eu , November
26th‐29th 2018 in Valencia, Spain).
‐ Organization a special session in the 48th European Microwave and RF week in Madrid, Spain
(September 25th‐27th, 2018).
‐ PHENOMEN consortium is jointly organizing with the SAWtrain network the 2018 Intrnational
Workshop on Sound‐enabled Nanotechnologies (IWSENT2018 www.iwsent.sawtrain.eu , November
26th‐29th 2018 in Valencia, Spain).

5. Conclusion
Overall, very good progress has been achieved both theoretically and experimentally, be it the
development of new activities that were planned, such as the experimental investigation related to
IDTs, or the continuation of already initiated actions, with the example of synchronization. All personnel
has been appointed and key equipment is running, e.g. new optomechanical setup in UPV. The technical
challenges are being addressed with some implemented solutions that have proven successful.
Publications continue to appear and high‐impact ones should emerge, such as the one on
synchronization. The consortium has met 3 times and kept in regular contact in between meetings to
align the work and discuss new options. Indeed, exchanges and research stays have been more common
and the training of young researchers is progressing smoothly within the consortium.
The plans for the coming months are explicitly mentioned and will be further refined during the project
meeting in Ancona (September 19‐20, 2018) and the work done is very promising for future progress
and results in the third year of PHENOMEN.
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6. Recommendations
During the last period, integration will be the main focus of the theoretical and experimental efforts.
Simulations will be performed in conjunction with experiments to help fine‐tune the design of the
experimental samples and circuits. Experimentally, we aim at an electro‐opto‐mechanical circuit,
working at optical telecom wavelength of 1.55 µm and phonon frequency of 2.0 GHz. This device will
use the work performed so far in the project, combining electrical excitation, conversion of the SAW
into nanobeam waves and excitation of 2.0 GHz phononic cavity modes. Detection will be performed via
an integrated photonic waveguide coupled evanescently to the cavity. The signal will then be extracted
from the chip with a tapered fiber. This device will similarly be simulated with realistic parameters. In
addition to the investigation of non‐suspended Si‐on‐SiN, optomechanical structures based on
nanocrystalline silicon will be thoroughly investigated both structurally (TEM, XRD, AFM and
picoacoustic measurements) and .in regards to the role of crystallinity and grain boundaries on the
optomechanical properties. Complemented with optomechanical measurements, we expect a paper in
a high impact journal showcasing the potential of nanocrystalline silicon for optomechanics.
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